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Abstract-A new algorithm to solve convolution systems of linear equations is described. Modular 
arithmetic and the Fermat number theoretical transform are used. The algorithm permits elimination of 
the rounding-off errors of the solution of the deconvolution problem. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the past few years increased attention has been paid to the application of number theoretical 
transforms to problems of the convolution of discrete signals[ l-91. The speed of the algorithm 
and mainly its precision in comparison with the Fourier transform have been emphasized in 
these papers. The problem of precision is much more critical mainly in the inverse operation, 
i.e. in deconvolution. 
The algorithm of deconvolution using the Fermat transform originated as a consequence 
of the aim to remove rounding-off errors. These are unavoidable if the Fourier transform is 
used. 
2. GENERAL REMARKS 
The periodical convolution of the finite sets x,, and h, is defined by 
N-l 
y(n)= ~mh(n-m), n=O,l,...N- 1 (I) 
m-0 
where the sets I,,, h, are periodically extended with the period N, i.e. their indices are calculated 
module N. Then, (1) can be written as 
h(N - I), * * * h(2), h(l) 
* * * h(3), h(2) 
2), h(N - 3), . . . h(O), h(N - I) 
h(N - I), h(N - 2), * . . h(l), h(O) 
or 
This system of linear equations can be solved by several methods: 
I* 
‘-do) 
x(l) 
x(N - 2) 
x(N - 1)  (2) 
(W 
(a) Direct solution of the matrix equation (2). From the viewpoint of calculation, this 
solution has the following properties: 
l it requires the calculation of the inverse matrix. It may be a problem for large systems 
and it is time consuming; 
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l there arise rounding-off errors due to the finite length of the computer word; 
(I errors due to the measured noise. 
(b) Solution using the Fourier transform. The Fourier transform factorizes the periodical 
convolution of signals to the product of their coefficients[ 1.10, I I], so that the following holds 
F,(y) = F,(k) ’ F,(2) i = 0, I, , N - 1. (3) 
Then it holds that 
F,(K) = F:‘(h) * F,(y) i=O, I,.... N- 1. (4) 
Such a solution has the following properties: 
,e it does not require the calculation of the inverse matrix; 
l there arise rounding-off errors since the transformed values are real numbers. When we 
divide the coefficients this fact may critically affect the result; 
l errors due to the measured noise. 
(c) Solution using the Fermat number transform. The Fermat ransform also factorizes the 
periodical convolution of signals to the modulo product of their coefficients. Then it can be 
analogically written that 
RQ) = R,(k) * R,(Z) - (mod M) i = 0, 1, . , N - 1, (5) 
and M is the Fermat number defined as 
M = F, = 2?’ + 1 
The properties of the solution are: 
t = 0, I, 2, . . (6) 
l it does not require the calculation of the inverse matrix; 
l there do not arise rounding-off errors due to integer operations executed in modular 
arithmetic[ 131. 
l errors due to measured noise. 
In the following sections the problem of elimination of the rounding-off errors in calculation 
will be dealt with. The problems of the elimination of registered statistical disturbances are 
treated, e.g. in [14-161. 
3. DECONVOLUTION ALGORITHM USING THE FERMAT TRANSFORM 
Let us assume the dimension N of system (2) to be a power of 2. This condition is necessary 
for the existence of the Fermat ransform[3,17]. Furthermore, let us assume the modulus M to 
be a prime, i.e. we use the Fermat number for t E (0, 4). The other Fermat numbers are not 
primes. Then, according to [ 11,181, for each a E (1, M - I) there is such a number a-’ E 
(I, A4 - 1) that 
a * a-’ (mod M) = I (7) 
For the integer set x(n) the pair of relations 
written 
X(k) = r$: r(n)a”](mod M) 
defining the direct and inverse transform can be 
k=O,1,....N- I (8) 
x(n) = 
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N -~" X(k)a -'k (modM) n = 0, 1 . . . . .  N - I (9) = 
and there holds 
ecV(mod M) = I (10) 
The algorithm of the precise deconvolution can be derived using the following consider- 
ations. The solution of any regular system of linear equations can be expressed as 
1 
= ~[M ° .~ + M'  "x l  + M" '~,  + . . . + M"~, , I  (10a) 
where M is the chosen modulus and m is a finite number. Substituting this expression into 
matrix equation (2a) we obtain 
1 " M' ~ x, + + M" ~ x,. l  Y = ~[  M° '~ Xo + " " - . .  " " (lOb) 
Then it follows that 
Dy l ~ '~0+ l ~.~,  +. . .  + 1~.~, ,  (10c) 
M'" '  = M ,.÷' ~ "M 
or 
~I"' "~4[~t(Y°D- ~'X0)- ~'Xl]- ...~'Xm 1 ~ 0 (lOd) 
Now we calculate 
1 
Y, = 7 : .@"  o - h .  ~o) (lOe) 
M 
and 
1 
y . ,  = : (y, - h .  (lOf) /V/ 
where j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. If the vector Yi+~ equals the zero vector the calculation is finished. 
To calculate vector ~ we can employ relation (5). Then according to (7) it follows that 
el(x) = Ri- I (h)  " Ri(y) i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1 ( 10g) 
Using inverse Fermat transform we obtain modulo M solution of vector i .  
~(mod M) = x.~l D D .  = ~ ~w(mod M) = ~ ~,,(mod M) (lOh) 
where 
D = k" M + D~t (10i) 
Then comparing expressions (lOh) and (iOa) we deduce that 
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:u,, = D,, Z,,(mod .CI) 
Vector Jz,, can also be obtained using equation ( IOa) as 
( IOjj 
sz,, = X . D - M(SZ, + M(?r: . t MX,,,) .) (iOk 
Substituting relation (IOk) into ( IOe) it follows that 
7, = z . sz, + M(K . ZJ + . . It1 . x . Z,,) (101) 
Or 
y,(mod M) = z . E, (1Oi-n) 
Similarly substituting (IOk) into ( IOf) it holds that 
y,+,(mod M) = z. Tz,_, (IOn) 
Now from expression (IOa) it is apparent that the elements of vectors Z, . Xl. . . . $,, are 
integers. Due to this fact, applying relation (log) to equation (Ion) together with the inverse 
transform we obtain immediately integer vector Z, _ , . 
Let T be transform matrix for a given dimension N and a given Format number. Let us 
suppose we know the determinant of the system (2). Then the algorithm of deconvolution can 
be expressed as follows: 
1. Calculate the vector of the transformed values of the response function 
a = T * E(mod M). 
2. Calculate the vector g-’ such that for all elements B ‘(i) there holds 
H(i) + H-‘(i)(mod M) = I i = I. 2. . ..N- I. 
Provided that all assumptions given above hold. the assignment is unique. 
Using the vector ?f from (I I) we can write for the determinant of system (2). 
D(mod M) = D,M = 
3. Let 
4. Calculate the transform of j?ii, 
% = T. jZi,,(mod M) 
5. For i = 0, 1, . . . , N - I calculate 
X,(i) = H-‘(i) . YM,,(i)(mod &I) 
6. The inverse transform of Z 
G = T-’ * x,,(mod M) 
(11) 
(I?) 
(I_;) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
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7. According to (lOi) it holds that 
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8. Let ?z = Z, 
9. Calculate the vectors 
FI = h (jtii, . D - L;) 
JG’i, = y,(modM) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
IO. j = I 
I I. The transform of j55, 
Ej = T * @,(mod M) 
12. For i = 0, I, . . . , N - I calculate 
X,(i) = /f-‘(i) . YM,(i)(mod M) 
13. The inverse transform of 5;; 
4 = T-’ * X,(mod M) 
14. For i = 0, I, . . . , N - I calculate 
r(i) = x(i) + x,(i) * M’ 
1.5. Calculate the vectors 
ji; = ; . rz, 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
Ym,*l = Ji+ ,(mod M) (28) 
16. Ifforalli = 0, I,. . . ,N - lyiT, = 0, then finish the calculation. If not, increment 
j and repeat from point I I on. 
17. Sz = KID 
To make clear the algorithm we shall illustrate it by a simple example. 
J. ILLUSTRATION OF THE ALGORITHM 
Let us have the system 
I 
3 
2 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
* 3 
2 I 
0 
2 3 
3 
5 = I, 3 0 (29) 
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where the determinant D = 65. We shall use the modulus ,M = 17. uhich is the Format number 
and ,li = 4. Then the transform matrices are as follows 
T=[i _ 11 -.]andT-‘=l3.[’ :j i :/] 
Then according to ( I I) 
Ti = 7-1 T;(mod M) = 
It follows that 
H-l = [Y’. II-‘, I-‘, 12-‘J’(mod 17) = [7, 14, I, IO]’ 
We calculate the vector of the transformed output values using (14) 
(mod :7) = 
I  
I I 
3 
1 
4 
Then there holds 
By the inverse transform using ( 16) we obtain 
1 I I E, = 13. 
1 I I 
‘I4 
I5 
8 
6 
D&f =- 
D 
I I I 
I3 I6 4 1. 
16 1 I6 
4 I6 I3 
* 
I4 
(mod 17) = 65 
9 
8 
l (mod 17) = 
4 
I4 1 
I4 
I5 
8 
6 
I5 
8 (mod 17) = & 
6 
91 
6 
IO 
I6 
where D,w was calculated using relation (13). Let us suppose that the positive numbers are 
represented in the range (0, (M - l)/2) and the negative ones in the range ([M - 1112 + I. 
M - I). Then we obtain the negative values for numbers greater than (M - I )I2 by subtracting 
the modulus. It follows that 
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Using Eqs. (19, 20. 2 I) we calculate 
I 2300 7;) = ; . X” = - 
65 0 2 3 0 
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-26’ 
2 
-9 
- I7 
I- 
JGi, = J;,(mod M) = [l3. 19, 12, Ilf(mod 17) = 113. 2. 12, I]’ 
According to (22) and (23) we obtain 
WI = T * G,(mod M) = [l I, 5. 5. 14)T 
2, = ill.7, 5.14, 5.1, 14.IO]r(mod 17) = [9, 2, 5, 41r 
Using the inverse transform we calculate the vector jz, 
Z, = T-’ - X,(mod M) = [5, 3, 2, 161’ 
Adjusting the elements greater than (M - I)/2 we obtain 
8, = [5, 3, 2, - llZ 
Applying relations (25), (26) we calculate 
-, YI = K f, * = [ 13, 19, 12. IIr 
- Y? = 5;, p YI 
M 
= $ [[l3, 19.12, I]’ - [l3, 19, 12, I]‘] = 10, 0, 0, 01’ 
The zero vector y2 indicates the end of calculation. The resulting vector is then obtained by 
Z = ; [a, + sz, * 171 = & [[-8, 6, -7, - 11’ + 17 * [5, 3, 2, - I]‘] 
= i [77, 57, 27, - 1817 
The correctness of the calculation may be proved by substituting the result into relation (29). 
In the described algorithm we have supposed that the determinant of the system matrix (2) 
is known. This determinant must be calculated. In the following section we introduce the fast 
algorithm to calculate the determinant of the convolution cyclic matrix. 
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5 .ALGORITH\l TO C.ALCULATE THE DETER.\lIN.AST OF THE 
CONVOLUTION MATRIX 
According to [ 191 the determinant of the convolution matrix of the system (2) can be 
calculated as follows 
,Y- I 
L) = (_ ,)I ?l.v-lIl,v-?l-I . 
jLJ (ho 
+ h, W’ + h2Wk + . + I&_-,I’” ) (30) 
where W = e-“(2rr’iX and N is a power of 2. It follows from relation (30) that the determinant 
of such a matrix can be expressed as the product of the coefficients of the Fourier transform 
of the response vector h. Since in the deconvplution algorithm using the Fermat transform the 
exact integer value of the determinant is needed, the determinant cannot be calculated simply 
by multiplication of the Fourier coefficients of the response. The Fourier transform is used only 
formally. 
Let us illustrate the algorithm by an example with N = 8. Applying DFf to vector h we 
obtain bit reversed vector 
I I I I I I 1 I 
I -I I -I I -I I -I 
I W’ -I - W? I W? - 1 -W! 
I -w-: - 1 W” I _W’ -1 W’ 
I w w: w? - I -w -W’ _w3 
I _w W’_W1-l w -W’ W? 
I W3 - W’ w -I -w3 W’ -w 
I -W’ -W’ -w -I W’ W? w 
hd 
h, 
hz 
h 
hs 
he 
h, 
ho + + + + + + + 
h,, - + - + - + - 
(ho - + - h6) + (h, - + - h,)W 
h2 + - h6) - (h, - + - h,)W 
h,) + (h, - h,)W (h? - h6)W2 + (h, - h,)W’ 
(ho - h,) - (h, - h5)W + (hz - h,,)W’ - (h, - h,)WZ 
(ho - h,) + (h, - h5)W” - (hz - h6)W2 + (h, - h,)W 
(ho - ha) - (h, - h5)W3 - (h, - h6)W’ - (h, - h,)W 
b 
1 1. 
) 2. 
x0 
X, 
X2 
X3 1 X4 XS X6 XT 
group 
group 
group 
Qo 
bo 
co + c,w2 
co - c,W’ 
3. 
= d, + d,W + d?W? + dzW3 
I 
do - d,W + d,W? - d3W3 
do + d,W-’ - d2W2 + d,W 
1 
4. 
do - d,W3 - d,W’ - d>W 
The numbers in the first and the second group are real. In the third group we multiply the 
numbers X2, X3 and in the fourth the numbers X,, X5, X6, X,. The fact that W’ = - 1 must 
be taken into account, Then 
group 
x2 . x3 = (co + c,W2)(c, - c,W2) = ci + c; 
X, . Xs = (do + d,W + d2W’ + dlW3)(do - d,W + dlW’ - d,WJ, 
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= (dt + 2dldJ - di) - (df - 2d,d2 - di)W’ = e, - e,W? 
X, . X7 = (d, + d,W’ - dZW’ + d,W)(d, - d,M; - d:W’ - d3W) 
= (di + 2d,dl - di) + (df - 2d,,d2 - d<)W’ = e, + e,W’ 
X, . X5 * X6.X, = (e, - e,Wz)(eo + e,W?) = ei + ei 
We see that the product of each group is a real number. By multiplying these intermediate 
results we can obtain the resulting determinant. When calculating the product of elements of a 
group we need not know all the elements of the group. We can start from the first basic element 
of a group. Then the result can be achieved by successive reductions. We shall write the 
components of the basic element of the group in the form of a vector 
is, = [m,, doIT (31) 
We calculate from this the first component of the reduced vector by 
V,(O) = [d; - d; + 2d,d,]( - 
U2 from the vector fi, by a cyclic shift downwards with a negative transition 
of the last component to the topmost position 
uz = [-do, d, j d,, d,]’ 
From this relation we calculate the second component of the reduced vector 
V,(l) = [df - df - 2dod& - 1)’ 
Now we have obtained the vector 7, consisting of two components. Then the resulting product 
of the fourth group is 
s = vi(O) + V;(r) (32) 
Generally, let us have the vectors Ox,,, ‘x,, %,, . . . , where for %, and )[+ ‘?z,, there is 
‘X” 
1 : 
. 
“X”Ci - 1) 
‘U j/Z) = b ';X,(j/2 - 1) kx”(1) 
t kx”(o) 
k+ljz,, = 
-k&(o) 
‘XJj - I) 
'Xn(j/2 + 1) -I ‘Xx,( j/2) ‘X,,(2) ‘X”(I) 
where n is the number of reduction  = 0, 1, . . . , log, N - 1; k is the number of cyclic 
shifts with a negative transition to the topmost position k = 0, 1, . . . , ND”“; j = N/2”; N 
is the number of components of the basic element of the group. Then for the reduced vector 
33 L 
‘I?(,, _ , there holds 
OX,, _ 
I)” “x;(o) 
[ 
I)” “x;(o) 
[ 
, I ~I 
"X$j/2) + 2 2 (- 1)’ . ‘X,,(i 
,=I 
11-I 
OXi(j/2) + 2 c (- I)’ . “X,(i 
, =,I 
i 
I) . “X,,Cj 
I) . "X"(j 
1) 3 
1) 3 
Using the described procedure we can calculate the exact integer value of the determinant of 
the convolution matrix which is used in the deconvolution algorithm. 
The complexity of the procedure can be expressed in number of necessary additions and 
multiplications 
number of additions = T (Q-2 - 1) + Z$ 
number of multiplications = 7 (4/l-’ - 1) + y + 2” - p - 1 
where dimension of the convolution matrix is 2”. For example the calculation of the determinant 
of a matrix with dimension N = 256 requires 7279 additions and 7526 multipltcations. 
6. CONCLUSIOS 
The deconvolution algorithm using the Fermat ransform eliminates the influence of round- 
ing-off errors on the resulting solution of the convolution system of equations. The algorithm 
differs from all deconvolution algorithms known so far. It represents he first attempt to apply 
modular arithmetic to the solution of an inverse problem. The main significance of the use of 
modular arithmetic consists in eliminating the rounding-off errors. However, these inverse 
problems are extremely sensitive to this type of error; when using the Fourier transform they 
become evident by oscillations of the solution. 
The algorithm is rather time-consuming since the whole process must be repeated several 
times. This can be eliminated by a specialized processor of the fast Fern-rat transform[ I I ,20,2 I]. 
In our case, the algorithm was implemented for a TPA-70 minicomputer (Hungarian pro- 
duction) and used for nuclear spectra deconvolution[ I I]. For the transformation the modulus 
F, = 65 537 was chosen. It is advantageous to choose in the relations (8) and (9) for this 
modulus (Y = 3. It permits to use the length of the transformed vector N = 65 536. The mutual 
dependence of the parameters F,, a, N is described, e.g. in [3.12]. 
The method escribed in the paper presented shows that number theoretical transforms and 
modular arithmetic an be successfully used, not only in solving the problems of linear con- 
volutions filters but also in solving the inverse problems of deconvolution. 
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